Year One Home Learning
Spring 2 – Week 3 – 13.3.20

This week we have been:
* Enjoying British Science Week! We all explored ways to make different shapes/
sizes and colours of bubbles; thought about diversity by making paper chain
people and were engineers creating strong and sturdy Lego bridges for a giraffe
to cross!
* Writing a diary in role as Traction Man.
* Sorting toys from now and the past.
* Learning to use vocabulary related to length and height.
* Measuring objects around the classroom and outdoor area.
For home learning, you can……
* Draw around your family members feet and find objects to measure them with.
* Find 5 toys/teddies and put them in order from tallest to shortest.
* Practise reading real and alien words at home by playing ‘Picnic on Pluto’ on your
computer at home: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/ChildrensMenu.htm
Please bring in any egg boxes for a junk modelling project we are working on next
week!

Phonics
In Sophie’s group we have been investigating ways to spell /oa/ (coat, stone, toe,
window, though) and finding out which ones are most common – or a ‘best bet’. We have
also been learning to read tricky words: water, where, who, again, thought, through,
work, mouse
In Sarah’s group we have been learning the alternative spellings for /oi/ (annoy, spoil)
and when the different spelling rules apply. We have also been revising all of the phase
5 graphemes and blending them in words.
In Stephanie’s group we have been revising different ways to spell the long vowels /ai/
(day, make, straight) and /ee/ ( week, beach, happy, he). We have also been practising
the tricky words: oh, their, I’m and people.

In Leela’s group we have been learning the alternative pronunciation of the i grapheme
(pin, behind), the o grapheme (hot, don’t) and the c grapheme (clock, acid). We have also
been revising all the tricky words, placing them into sentences.
In Rez’s group we have been learning the split digraph o_e (lobe, stone, bone) and a_e
(make, game, cake). we also wrote short sentences using all our previous digraphs
including tricky words.

Have a great weekend!

